Our responses to life are programmed

Here is where
you learn to be
the programmer.

Our Past Holds the Programming

Safety and danger, right and wrong,
They have all been defined by our
past experiences.

The Past is Accessible
The past is alive in our memory. We
can go there to start a new paradigm

This is where healing can happen. The times in our life
when we needed love and support, we can mistake these
moments as truth. The truth of our value. The truth of
our worthiness. The truth of who we are.
These moments of learning are not lost in the past. We
have the power to rescue our past selves.
What would it be like if you could go back and be with
your younger self and give them exactly what they
needed?

How does this work?
FInd a memory where you needed
help. Start with an easy one.
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This is no di erent than supporting a friend who’s going
through a tough time. Go back one year to a time where
you where lost or scared and give yourself support. Feel
into your past thoughts and emotions, give yourself
reassurance that all is well and you are supported. See
what you really needed to hear or experience then to
feel at peace. See if you can give that to yourself back
then. Notice how you feel receiving this care and
support. Relax into this support and let it be real.

Going Deeper
Core Beliefs of our Childhood
From the ages of 0 to 7 years old. Core beliefs
about who we are and what matters got de ned.
In this stage of our development, we are very
susceptible to being taught in all areas.
If certain parts of your life have been di cult for
a while. This is a signal that there is a good
chance of childhood trauma in this area. Trauma
meaning your needs of love and safety being
unavailable or denied.
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This is where brining in your divine parents is
helpful. They represent pure unconditional love.
They have chosen you personally. They see you as
blessing in every way and feel grateful for the
opportunity to share love with you.

Working with Magnus
The hard to reach places
Some memories are hard to connect with. This is
where its best to be guided. There are many
reasons to be guided in this work. You can move
through more memories in a faster pace. Some
memories are hard to let go of and have a big
emotions connected to them. Also Its grounding
to have someone dedicated to your healing
process.
In working with me, you can focus on a speci c
aspect of life or…
Do a deep reprogramming by creating e a list of
events where you where not cared for properly,
from birth to your the mid 20s. From these
events we will setup a series of sessions to clear
and resolve each one.
To connect visit
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tappingvitality.com/call

